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TREND DIRECTION

PREVIOUS DAILY/WEEKLY HIGHS/LOWS
 

AUTOMATIC MONEY MANAGEMENT MEASUREMENT
 

CURRENCY STRENGTH METER



Trend direction will show you how much does one currency appreciate or depreciate against the other currency in percentages. It
will also show you if the currency pair is in range/consolidation. You will always know if pair is in up trend, down trend or range and
how strong are buyers and sellers.

TREND DIRECTION

DOWN TREND



Strong up trend on H1 time frame, also breakout of previous daily high which we will explain in next slides.

UP TREND



Weak range, if price breaks the lower red line we are back in down trend..

RANGE



PREVIOUS DAILY HIGHS/LOWS
 

The forex high and low strategy is based on the concept that if the price of a currency pair moves past the previous day’s high or
low, then the market will continue in that direction of breakout. Note that with this strategy, the time period of consideration is
one day. Therefore, this strategy can do well for day traders who close out all their positions in the forex market before the end of
the day.
Usually, in a forex chart, there is a point that shows the highest the value of a currency pair has ever reached considering a period
of time, and there is also a point that shows the lowest value of the currency within the same period of time. These are known as
the highest high and the lowest low, or the resistance and support level. Given to the volatile nature of the market, it is possible
for the price of a currency pair to move above or below the previous day’s resistance and support levels. When this happens,
there is said to be a breakout in the trade.

ELITE STRATEGY

In Elite course we explain how we trade with help of previous daily highs/lows
 



Chart without any indicators



Chart with Elite indicator, you can turn on also weekly support and resistance levels 



Daily and weekly highs/lows are important support and resistance zones 



AUTOMATIC MONEY MANAGEMENT MEASUREMENT
 

With automatic money management measurement you will be able to set targets and stop losses perfectly because it calculate
the spread and value of one pip for every pair. That is one of the best indicator for strict money management and everything is
automatic, you just set how big risk you want to have on every open trade.

Risk is set up to 1% of your bankroll so that’s mean that on every trade you will risk 1%. Of course you can set up your risk to
more or less than 1%. Iit is up to you but we do not recommend to risk more than 2% of your bankroll.



We marked stop loss with red line so from the current price to stop loss is 44.2 pips like you can see on the indicator. If
you want to risk only 1% then you need to enter with 2.13 lots.



We marked stop loss with red line so from the current price to stop loss is 26.9 pips like you can see on the indicator. If you
want to risk only 1% then you need to enter with 3.51 lots.



YOU DO NOT NEED TO USE ANY PIP CALCULATOR !
 
 

Pip value is not always the same like 1 standard
lot is not equal to 10$ ! This is not a truth and for
good money management you need to know
exactly how much to risk per trade.



EUR/USD, value of 1 standard lot is equal to
10$



CAD/JPY, value of 1 standard lot is equal to
9.31$



EUR/GBP, value of 1 standard lot is equal to
12.28$



CURRENCY STRENGTH METER
 

The objective of the Currency Heat Map is to provide a graphical presentation on the relative strengths of major currencies
relative to others. For example, one could see EUR/USD rising and jumps into conclusion on the strength on Euro. But in
fact, the strength in EUR/USD could merely be due to weakness in Dollar rather than strength in Euro. It could happen that
Euro may instead fall against Sterling, Swiss Franc and Yen. In such case, the EUR/USD may not a good choice to buy on
Dollar weakness. Another point to note is that while a currency pair is rising or falling, it may just be part of a move inside a
consolidation pattern. Hence, it’s important to note whether the currency pair is trading inside or outside the prior bar’s
range to determine if it’s really trending with respective to the concerned time frame.



HOW TO READ A TABLE

Always read vertically, so in this example if you are looking the 5. vertical row CHF you can see almost everything
green so this means that CHF is the weakest currency on daily timeframe. 3. vertical raw shows JPY, where everything
is red so this means that JPY is the strongest currency on daily timeframe. This indicator will help you to not trade 2
weakest currencies with each other like CHF/CAD or 2 strongest currencies like AUD/JPY but rather trade CHF/JPY or
AUD/CHF.



CHF/JPY on daily time frame where we can easily see a down trend and how strong is JPY versus all other pairs. 



CHF/JPY on H1 time frame
 



HOW DO WE USE OUR ELITE INDICATOR

 Check the trend  1.

2. Which currency is weak or strong 

3. Where is the price according to previous daily high/low

4. Also check previous weekly high and low

5. Always use automatic risk measurement tool  

For best results we recommend you to combine elite indicator with our
proven strategy.  



USD/JPY H4 price rejected from previous daily high down trend sellers territory money spot ( learn in Elite Course )

ELITE TRADING ROOM 



AUD/JPY H4 After strong momentum move we enter in long direction. The structure was broken but we were still in sellers
territory on higher time frame so our 1 target was at the end of sellers territory.



1h time frame, where we executed the trade 



Stop loss is in solid profit  



AUD/USD Daily/ First check daily time frame and then execute the trade on lower time frame with precise entry.



AUD/USD M30 down trend rejection from sellers territory sellers territory strong resistance on higher timeframe



USD/CAD M15 Thats the tricky one because you need to be cautious where is the last buyers territory. We sold when price
broke the buyers territory and came back in sellers territory.



LIVE TRADING ON REAL 150.000$ ACCOUNT 

We share our entries/ exits/ stop loss levels with elite
community

















IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO JOIN OUR ELITE COMMUNITY WHERE YOU
LEARN HOW TO TRADE WITH ELITE STRATEGY,TRADE WITH LIKE
MINDED PEOPLE IN OUR TRADING ROOM, TRADE THE SAME TRADES
AS WE DO AND OF COURSE GET ELITE INDICATOR THEN DO NOT
HESITATE TO CONTACT US.  

ON THE OTHER HAND IF YOU ARE ALREADY PROFITABLE AND JUST WANT TO
IMPROVE YOUR RESULTS YOU CAN TAKE ONLY INDICATOR. 

admin@elitefxacademy.comhttps://elitefxacademy.com


